CONGRATULATIO
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Pack the tent away folded as
neatly as possible. This way,
there can be no spots in the
tent where warm air can be
trapped
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Pack your tent away in a cool
dry place. If it is left in a hot
place, the bag can sweat and
cause moisture even though the
tent is dry
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The main place you will find
moisture is the webbing loops
and the stitching which take
longer to dry than the main
body of the tent
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Always ensure the tent
is packed away
COMPLETELY DRY
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Follow these 8 simple hints from our
knowledgeable tent guru’s...
First off, we are happy to remind you that
ALL OUR TENTS ARE IMPREGNATED
WITH AN ANTI-MOULD AND ANTIFUNGAL TREATMENT, using the Ultra Fresh
antimicrobial product. This is the leading
fabric antimicrobial treatment available.
It does inhibit the growth of bacteria and
fungi, however it does not remove entirely
the potential for the formation of mould or
fungi growth on any fabric.

By using these few simple steps, you will reduce the risk
of damage and increase the life of the fabric so you
can enjoy your Stretch Tent for many years.
www.stretchstructures.com
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Where there
is moisture,
mould will
grow!

While the fabric itself may seem
dry, there can be some moisture
trapped in the reinforcing strip
around the edge
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Try and pack away your tent later
in the morning or afternoon so it
has a chance to dry properly. Even
if it has not rained, there may still be
some precipitation on the tent
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Leave the bag
UNZIPPED so it can
breathe
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If your tent is going to be stored for
a long period, try and pull it out and
check occasionally as the earlier you
find any problems, the easier it will
be to clean

